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CPPAs are of interest to both parties

CPPAs: Voltalia's new growth driver

As a Mission-driven company, Voltalia is committed to produce renewable energy that is accessible to as many

people as possible.

Voltalia has positioned itself as a leading actor in the energy transition by offering companies contracts that

combine economic performance and environmental responsibility: the Corporate Power Purchase Agreement

(CPPA).

CPPAs are long-term contracts, lasting on average 20 years, directly signed between the electricity consumer and

the producer who builds a new renewable power plant to supply its customer.

Competitiveness and predictability: secure a competitive long-term energy supply tariff, protected against price

fluctuations. This contract offers a real advantage in a context of energy scarcity, cost inflation and price volatility.

Sustainable development: reduce the environmental impact of the company activity by reducing its CO2 emissions

using renewable electricity.

Reliability and security: improve the security of electricity supply in areas where the grid supply is unreliable.

With a global context of price volatility combined with a policy of increasing the use of these contracts, Voltalia

provides access to green and competitive energy to an ever-increasing number of partners.

Partnerships with companies in their 
energy transition projects
Voltalia strengthens access to competitive 
green energy

United Kingdom

84 
MW

Portugal

51 
MW

In France, Voltalia is the leader in CPPAs, with

contracts signed with several companies for a

total installed capacity of 694 MW. More than half

(350 MW) is made up of the largest CPPA ever

signed in France to date between Voltalia and

Renault Group to support their energy transition

through the supply of solar electricity, which

represents half of the Group electricity

consumption.

In developing countries, CPPAs make it possible

to ensure a reliable supply of electricity in certain

regions where the electricity grid does not exist or

is deficient.

South Africa

148 
MW

694 
MW
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